Living Well
In the
Moment
A community volunteer model of care at
North Haven Hospice
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Why?
Over the last few years it has become apparent that the Living Well programme on site at
hospice was not what patients and carers wanted. Through research and health initiative
improvement methodology it was discovered that the majority of patients and carers where
not exposed to volunteer support and were therefore missing vital and unique hospice care.
A hospice working group, using the Institute of Healthcare Initiatives ‘Plan Do Study Act’
model, made up of volunteers, a patient and paid staff developed and trialed a different
approach.
We want to know whether this makes a difference to the lives of patients and carers. To do
this we must measure what we do and show our community how it makes a difference.
Reporting back is therefore vital, facts and experience engage in different ways and have
different uses.
This new model includes both volunteer support and community involvement as appropriate
to each person, tailor made as is all hospice care- it is set to be a compassionate community
in action.
Volunteering relies on the ethos of collaborative relationships where well trained and
supported specialist volunteers are able to be self-determining and partners in caring for
patients and carers.
What?
Using information from family support, clinical and medical staff and our patient care
software called Palcare the Volunteer Services Coordinator allocates patients to liaison
volunteers in their geographic area using a tool called PIPA. The Liaison Volunteer makes
contact with the patient and/or carer and discovers how volunteers or connecting into the
neighbourhood or community groups that used to be part of their life, can enrich it and make
a difference. This information is fed back to VS for action through a set of forms, this is fed
into a database which displays what supports make the difference.
This resource holds what is needed for LV to carry out their role, it is dynamic. It is updated
electronically, provided initially as a hard copy.
LV are invited to become involved based on their expressed desire to deepen their
involvement in hospice work, have life experience that supports their unique community role
and are geographically placed to ensure hospice observes the value of stewardship. The
model of preparation and support is consistent with other community volunteering roles.
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Your checklist for working in the community
Do I know?

Am I up to
date?

What the possible hazards of my
allocated jobs are?

Do I review these in case of
changes

How to report concerns to my volunteer
services

Immediate or later by email
or phone

How to escalate a concern that has not
been acted on?

Contact Jane Scripps or CEO
Julie Sexton

What do in an emergency?

Read the Risk Assessment
chart before leaving home

Instructions about the patient’s home,
driveway, animals – have you any
update?

Check your email/ring vol.
services/check against your
Risk Assessment chart

With mobilising and transferring

Refresh every 2 years
Contact Vol. Services

With de-escalation

Refresh every 2 years
Contact Vol. Services

Do I have?

How will my
safety be
monitored

A first aid kit in my car? North Haven will
supply one as your training finishes if you
require one

Is it a complete & recent
one?

A cell phone that is charged

My cell phone charger is in
the car

Have you arranged with your hospice
Txt when you start and
volunteer co-worker to signal starting and finish, check in by phone.
finishing a job

Checks on
Parked for an easy/quick departure? Feel
arrival at a
comfortable in the house? Dogs under
patient’s home control?

If any of these are not
possible ring your client,
explain what is needed or
decline your visit.

This checklist is just that, a list to check against. Why?




North Haven Hospice wants you to be safe when you are helping patients.
It wants you to know what to do before a problem or situation occurs.
Hospice wants you volunteering with us for a long, happy and safe time
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PIPA – Patient Information
Issues

PIPA

Plan
Actions
This is the information the Volunteer Services Coordinator will
supply you with (if the information is available) to give you a brief
background about the person you are contacting.

When emailing
Volunteers, include the
following Patient/Carer
Info:

NAME, AGE, ETHNICITY

DIAGNOSIS

CARER? Who also lives in
the home?

NURSE/FST CONTACT –
Frequency and day of
week calls &/or visits

OUTSIDE AGENCIES –
Home Help/Personal
Cares involved

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
i.e. mobility, dogs on
property, difficult
driveway etc

Suggestions for structuring conversation
What not to do:






Reassuring that “everything will be alright” and that “you can make things better”
Divert the conversation away from what the person is saying
Assume you know anything about the person’s situation
Tell person what to do
Offer sympathy

DO NOT USE
What are you going to do about it?
You will be fine, don’t worry.

What to do:
Open questions





Perhaps you could tell me more about that
What sort of things do you do/think about when you are worried?
How do you normally manage?
How have you managed in the past?

Notes and thoughts

Listening: read each statement and assess whether your client felt listened to
 You cut me off and started telling me about your experiences
 You want to solve my problems for me
 You try to grasp my meaning when I feel confused
 You resist the temptation to give me good advice
 You hand me back the compliment I have given you
 You get embarrassed and avoid what I want to say
 You need to feel successful
 You allow me to express my negative feelings without becoming a rescuer
 You do not judge my beliefs even if they conflict with yours
 You trust me to find my own solution
 You allow me time to think, feel and express
 You speak with enthusiasm and at an appropriate volume
 You choose an appropriate time to respond
 You enable me to make my experience feel important
 You say you understand before you have heard what I have to say
 You have a solution to my problem before I have had the opportunity to explore my problem
fully.
 You interrupt me before I have finished talking
 You accept my gift of thanks
 You don’t preach or condemn me
 You are interested in everything I have to say
 You do not laugh at me
 You are kind, gentle and encouraging
 You try to understand because you really care
 You talk at me instead of talking with me

Sutton, J and Steward, W. (2002) learning to counsel. Oxford: How to books p.69

Boundaries and crossing them
We generally only become aware of boundaries once they have been crossed,
these notes will increase your awareness and hopefully reduce this happening.
YELLOW LIGHTS TO CONSIDER
Time spent with the Hospice client beyond what is needed for this
purpose, other volunteers may be involved in their specializations to
help you keep to your role.
Responding to personal encouragement by the hospice client
Sharing your own personal issues with the hospice client, your role is
listen without bias and reflecting on your experience.
Frequently thinking about the Hospice client outside of your
volunteering context, this can be taken to discussion with your mentor and supervision.
Being defensive or making excuses when someone questions your interactions with your
Hospice client.
Providing your hospice client with your personal phone number and or email address (there
is only one specialist volunteer role where this sometimes happens).
Recommending Hospice to keep your hospice client longer than is clinically needed. All
hospice client relationships are reviewed after 6 weeks to consider whether they remain
appropriate for the service. Your regular reports would indicate the need which would be
confirmed by other hospice areas.
Continuing the relationship after Hospice has closed the relationship such as discharge. This
is not appropriate as it only existed due the hospice volunteer role, and not condoned.

Crossing Boundaries 1

Type of Boundary Crossing
Sharing Personal Information:
It may be tempting to talk to your client about
your personal life or problems. Doing so may
cause the client to see you as a friend instead of
seeing you as a health care professional. As a
result, the client may take on your worries as
well as their own.
Not Seeing Behaviour as Symptomatic:
Sometimes caregivers react emotionally to
the actions of a client and forget that those
actions are caused by a disorder or disease
Personal emotional responses can cause a
caregiver to lose sight of her role or miss
important information from a client. In a worst
case, it can lead to abuse or neglect of a client.

Staying In Bounds
Use caution when talking to a client
about your personal life



Be aware that a client’s behaviour is the
result of a disease or disorder






Nicknames/Endearments:
Calling a client 'sweetie' or 'honey' may be
comforting to that client, or it might suggest a
more personal interest than you intend. It might
also point out that you favour one client over
another. Some clients may find the use of
nicknames or endearments offensive.

Touch:
Touch is a powerful tool. It can be healing and
comforting or it can be confusing, hurtful, or
simply unwelcome. Touch should be used
sparingly and thoughtfully

Unprofessional Demeanour:
Demeanour includes appearance, tone and
volume of voice, speech patterns, body
language, etc. Your professional demeanour
affects how others perceive you. Personal and
professional demeanour may be different.

Gifts/Tips/Favours:

Do not share information because you
need to talk, or to help you feel better
Remember that your relationship with
your client must be therapeutic, not
social

Know the client’s care plan
If you are about to respond emotionally
or reflexively to the negative behaviour
of a client, step back and re-approach
the client later
Note that the client may think their
action is the best way to solve a
problem or fill a need
Ask yourself if there is a way to problem
solve and help the client communicate
or react differently

Avoid using terms like honey and
sweetie
 Ask your client how they would like to be
addressed. Some may allow you to use
their first name. Others might prefer a
more formal approach: Mr. Mrs., Ms, or
Miss
 Remember that the way you address a
client indicates your level of
professionalism
Use touch only when it will serve a
good purpose for the client
 Ask your client if he/she is comfortable
with your touch
 Be aware that a client may react
differently to touch than you intend
 When using touch, be sure it is serving
the client’s needs and not your own
Clients may be frightened or confused
by loud voices or fast talk
 Good personal hygiene is a top priority
due to close proximity to clients
 Professional attire sends the message
that you are serious about your job
 Off-colour jokes, racial slurs, profanity
are never appropriate
 Body language and facial expressions
speak volumes to clients
Follow your facility’s policy on gifts

Crossing Boundaries 2
Giving or receiving gifts, or doing special
favours, can blur the line between a personal
relationship and a professional one. Accepting a
gift from a client might be taken as fraud or theft
by another person or family member.

Over-involvement:
Signs may include spending inappropriate
amounts of time with a particular client, visiting
the client when off duty, trading assignments to
be with the client, thinking that you are the only
caregiver who can meet the client’s needs.
Under involvement is the opposite of overinvolvement and may include disinterest and
neglect.








Focus on the needs of those in your
care, rather than personalities







Romantic or Sexual
Relationships:
A caregiver is never permitted to have a
romantic or sexual relationship with a client. In
most cases, sexual contact with a client is a
crime

Secrets between you and a client are different
than client confidentiality. Confidential
information is shared with a few other members
of a team providing care to a resident. Personal
secrets compromise role boundaries and can
result in abuse or neglect of a client.

Don’t confuse the needs of the client
with your own needs
Maintain a helpful relationship, treating
each client with the same quality of care
and attention, regardless of your
emotional reaction to the client
Ask yourself: Are you becoming overly
involved with the client’s personal life?
If so, discuss your feelings with your
supervisor


While it may be normal to be attracted
to someone in your care, know that it is
never appropriate to act on that attraction




Secrets:

Practice saying no graciously to a
resident who offers a gift that is outside
your facility’s boundaries
It’s ok to tell clients that you are not
allowed to accept gifts, or tips
To protect yourself, report offers of
unusual or large gifts to your supervisor

Do not tell sexually oriented jokes or
stories. It may send the wrong message
to your client
Discourage flirting or suggestive
behaviour by your client
If you feel that you are becoming
attracted to someone in your care, seek
help from your supervisor or other
trusted professional right away


Do not keep personal or health-related
secrets with a client


Remember that your role is to
accurately report any changes in your
client’s condition

COMPARING ROLES- WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
A VOLUNTEER CALLER/VISITOR AND A FRIEND
FRIEND
Relationship is established through normal
life experiences in the process of social
contact
Relationship is highly subjective and based
on mutual attraction
Relationship does not have any goal or
purpose beyond mutual satisfaction

Communication is between co-equals. Each
person has an implicit right to talk about
him/herself, his/her problems and feelings
The relationship does not have a necessary
progression or ending
The needs of both friends are expected to
be part of the relationship

VOLUNTEER/PROFESSIONAL
Relationship is deliberately planned and
promoted through a service designed for
that purpose
Relationship is defined, objective,
purposeful and controlled
Relationship has goal, to offer moral
support. It is based on the willingness of
one person (volunteer) to help another
(client).
Communication is not between co-equals.
The client is encouraged to talk, the
volunteer listens. The volunteer shares
feelings only when appropriate.
Duration of relationship is determined by
volunteer’s perception of client’s needs and
receptiveness
Needs of the client are paramount

From: AWESOME volunteers!/EDUCATION & TRAINING\ not migrating TRAINING MANUAL 2015
update\ role boundaries

HIDING YOUR PHONE NUMBER
When you hide your number, the person you call will see a message like
“Caller ID blocked”, “Unknown” or “Private Number”.
You can do this for individual calls or you can set it up permanently for
every call.

For the old landline, plugged into the wall (copper line)…
For each call, dial 0197 and then the number you’re calling.
If you wish to make this a permanent feature you will need to do this
online or by phoning your telephone provider.

For Fibre and Wireless Landlines…
You can do this per call, or set it up for every call. You can manage this
online or by doing the following:
 Hide a number for one call, dial 197 from your fibre or wireless
landline and then enter the number you want to call.
 Always hide a number, dial *26# or 1426#
 To stop hiding your number for one call, dial 196 or 0196, then the
number you want to call.

For Mobile Phone…
Simply dial 0197 before each call.

Community Volunteer Risk Assessment
Legend: VSC = volunteer services coordinator- Jacqui Read
Event
No one answering the phone

Patient sounding unwell –
breathless

Patient sounding very low

Patient requests a visit from
hospice staff

Patient asks personal questions
of volunteer

Patient becomes agitated and
or emotional within
conversation

Patient asks for other volunteer
services

Action
If no reply in 24 hours (?) contact
VSC for possible change in
condition- complete reporting
Ask how they normally manage
breathlessness & to sit listening
as they go through this process.
With no improvement can offer
to contact NOK or hospice as
appropriate- complete reporting
Allow patient to talk, reflecting
back and summarizing. Make
time for next call.
Ask when regular contact
happens. Ensure patient has
hospice phone number at hand
to ring/provide it. Suggest they
ring hospice and that you will call
back in half an hour to check in
on this.
Using own script re-direct
conversation back to patient and
their lives, volunteer limits
knowledge of personal life to
agreed boundaries.
 Let’s focus on you now!
Check into own script, reestablish boundaries of
conversation. Ensure using active
listening and reflective questions.
Response: extends empathy
 “That must be hard for
you.”
 “I wish things were
different for you”
Ask whether patient would like a
future call and book that.
Make notes of requests and
assure patient you will send this
by email to volunteer services as
soon as possible.

Follow-up
Re-establish call on advice
from VSC
Check in with VSC re
outcome of referral and
current condition

Email VSC with notes and
complete reportingDiscuss with mentor/in
peer group
Email/ring VSC for her to
follow-up with FST or
community nursing.
Complete reporting

Email VSC and complete
reporting.
Discuss with mentor/in
peer group

Email VSC and complete
reporting.
Discuss with mentor/in
peer group/supervision
with FST

Email VSC and complete
reporting.

North Haven Hospice Community Volunteers Risk Assessment ph:09 437 3355
This table includes the relevant policy and its number for your interest.

Situation
Assisting patient into or
out of vehicle/
house/chair/venue

What If?

To Do First

Volunteer Services
involvement

Patient unable to assist

Consult with patient to
postpone appointment

Ring hospice and speak
with Clinical Coordinator
or Volunteer Services for
urgent advice

Complete VS reporting

Patient unsteady

Give patient time to
recover & review outing to
either return home or
continue. Volunteers
cannot mobilise someone
on their own.

Advise VS and complete VS
reporting

Patient falls or becomes
unwell

Give time to recover or
phone 111 as appropriate

Based on desires & needs
of patient and their
condition continue in
safety or complete job and
ensure patient is
comfortable & NOK aware
of situation before leaving.
Notify patient’s family and
Hospice

Volunteer injured or Road
traffic Accident (RTA)

If conscious notify 111.
Passenger to contact
family & Hospice.
Or if not conscious ,
volunteer name badge

Contact VS at Hospice and
to contact volunteer’s
family

Incident report/Reportable
Event Form
Complete RTA paperwork

MAN 001 Manual Handling

SAF 003 Safe Driving Policy

What Next

Advise VS and complete VS
reporting

1

shows Hospice activity
taking place for St Johns

Situation
Looking after patient at
home- have Next Of Kin
contact details.

What If?

To Do First

What Next

Patient becomes unwell

Contact family taking
advice & NHH

Stay with patient until
family or NHH arrives.
Hand over

Cannot find carpark close
to entrance

Arrange with patient to
drop them at the main
door and wait inside whilst
parking

Park car and return to
main door to accompany
patient to appointment.

Patient not mobile

Pre arrange or locate
wheelchair

Park temporarily at main
entrance and assist patient
into wheelchair. Park
vehicle and return to
accompany patient to
appointment

Volunteer Services
Involvement
Advise VS and complete VS
reporting

LON 001 Lone Worker Policy
PRI 001 Privacy of Personal
Information
VOL 019 Volunteer Fact Sheet Handwashing

Transporting patient to
and from appointments at
Hospital/Jim Carney
centre
SAF 003 Safe Driving Policy
MAN 001 Manual Handling

Keep car parking ticket for
reimbursement

2

Patient becomes unwell
whilst at appointment

Situation
Patient’s family
environment changes

What If?

Give patient time to settle. Advise hospital
Seek hospital staff
department. Advise NOK
assistance, option to
and Hospice
return patient home where
safe for volunteer to do so.

To Do First

What Next

Home becomes unsafe or
patient’s behaviour
becomes unsafe to be
with.

Remove self to car & call
111 if situation is unsafe
Call NHH as an emergency

Dogs loose and considered
a threat
0800 468 887 or 111
emergency if appropriate.

Dog makes threatening
sounds/moves when
volunteer arrives.
Dog becomes a
threat/bites or attacks

Do not enter or stop, check Return to vehicle and ring
for exit, back slowly out.
Dog Control &/or 111 for
assistance & NHH

Nurturing Touch visit to
patients home

Patient suddenly unwell
and may collapse. Family
absent

Ring NOK, phone NHH and
speak directly to nursing
staff. Treat as emergency;
ring 111

LON 001 Lone Worker Policy

Have Next Of Kin details

Speak with VS/clinical
coordinator

Take advice from NHH
nursing staff

Advise VS and complete VS
reporting.

Volunteer Services
Involvement
Use de-escalation tools if
appropriate, advise VS and
complete VS reporting.
Supervision &/or EAP
offered & VS follow up
VS follows up with Dog
Control ph: 0800 468 887
or 111 if emergency.
Supervision &/or EAP
offered & VS follow up
Advise VS and complete VS
reporting.
De-brief with VS staff

3

Patient unwell and NOK
present

Patient death at home
while volunteer present

Advise NHH

Advise VS and complete VS
reporting.

Patient reacts negatively to Cease to use immediately
massage product/ method & clean area with water &
patting to dry. Contact NT
mentor for advice.

Communicate advice to
patient and NOK.

Advise VS and complete VS
reporting.
Bring to regular NT
discussion

Next of kin absent

Remain calm, sit quietly
with patient or in another
room whilst notifying
family & NHH immediately
for advice.
Provide as much support
as you are comfortable
with including a cup of tea.
Remain with them until
other NOK arrives
If comfortable to do this
assist respecting any
cultural or spiritual wishes
of the next of kin. If offer
to make a cuppa and
suggest ringing NHH

Await NHH nurse if
comfortable to or NOK to
arrive. Handover any notes

Advise VS and complete VS
reporting.
Supervision &/or EAP
offered & VS follow up

Suggest notifying GP and
NHH or other NOK.

Advise VS and complete VS
reporting.
Supervision &/or EAP
offered & VS follow up

Act in own comfort level

Advise VS and complete VS
reporting.
Supervision &/or EAP
offered & VS follow up

To Do First

What Next

EAP 001 Employee Assistance
Programme

Next of kin present and
asks for support

Next of kin asks for
assistance to lay out
patient

Situation

What If?

Support NOK if they wish
or leave and check in with
them later

Volunteer Services
Involvement
4

Volunteer observes signs
of abuse and/or neglect of
patient

Volunteer hears
communication of an
abuse/neglect nature

Make clear that they have
a legal obligation to report
to NHH.

Leave patient and contact
NHH immediately, make
notes on incident

(See ABU-001)

Volunteer observes
physical/psychological
signs of abuse

In emergency call 111 and Leave and contact NHH
notify NHH. If patient is
coherent obtain
permission to report to
NHH
Draw patient’s attention to On leaving notify NHH
this
immediately as an
emergency, make personal
notes for further action.

Advise VS and complete VS
reporting.
Supervision &/or EAP
offered & VS follow up

Patient is aware and
consents

Make a mental note

On leaving notify NHH
immediately as an
emergency, make personal
notes for further action.

Advise VS and complete VS
reporting.
VS follow up

Patient is aware but has
not given consent

Make a mental note

On leaving notify NHH
immediately as an
emergency, make personal
notes for further action.

Advise VS and complete VS
reporting.
VS follow up

What Next

Volunteer Services
Involvement

ABU 001Abuse and Neglect
(Vulnerable Adult Protection)
Policy

Volunteer witnesses
patients medications
being taken

Situation

Patient is unaware

What If?

To Do First

Advise VS and complete VS
reporting.
VS follow up

5

Hospice vehicle involved
in an incident or accident

The vehicle cannot be
driven

SAF 003 Safe Driving Policy

The vehicle is driveable

Call 111 if appropriate.
Call NHH if no injury to
either party ask them to
arrange alternative
transport for patient.
Exchange driver insurance
details
Return to NHH

Take advice from NHH

Complete incident report
with support from VS

Advise directly to
Receptionist ( Moana)
giving full details

Incident report
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Volunteers – Monthly Timesheet/Reports/Logs – EXAMPLE

– A TIMESHEET WILL BE EMAILED TO YOU

Volunteer Name: EXAMPLE
Volunteer Phone Log
Contact With
Jane Scripps

As above
As above
As above

Date and Time of
Contact

Duration of
Contact

Notes regarding matters discussed

Feedback given to whom?
(VolSerMgr/Clinical**/VolSer
Admin)

16th June

1 hour massage

Arranged to have massage fortnightly

30th June

Patient not home

Phoned patient she is in Auckland
having treatment

Patient did not let me know she
was not at home

14th July

Phone call to
check patient
was home

Declined massage

Spoke with Jacqui about the
need for patient requiring N/T

28th July

Phone call to
patient

Declined massage discussed with
patient going on hold and to phone
Hospice when she would like to resume
N/T

Emailed Jacqui to advise of
decision made to stop N/T for
patient at this time

Notes: (Please enter any comments below

*Clinical = Family Support Team; Community Nurses; IPU;
Volunteer Visits and/or Recording/Transcribing Sessions
Name (Patient/Family)
Where (Patient’s
Date, Time
Home/Community)
and Duration

Notes: (Please enter any comments below)

Notes

Feedback given to
(VolSerMgr/Clinical Admin)

Travel Log – Km
Name (Patient/Family)

Km travelled

Date

VOLUNTEER BANK ACCOUNT (Enter below for reimbursement if required):
Volunteers: Please return completed forms on the last Friday of each month to Volunteer Services, North Haven Hospice or email to:
volunteer@northhavenhospice.org.nz

Helping a person get into
and out of a car safely
Following these instructions will help you safely assist
someone who has difficulty getting into and out of a car.

Before you start
•

This information is for people who are still fairly steady
on their feet but may require limited assistance.

•

If the person has very limited mobility, is unsteady on their feet,
or is on medication that affects their balance, do not attempt
to assist them on your own.

Getting into a car
1 Push the car seat back as far as possible.
2 Open the car door fully and ensure that it cannot swing back.

Use your body to stop the door from
slamming shut.

3 Open the car door window. (The window ledge may be used
to help support the person when standing.)
4 Bring the wheelchair or walking aid as close as possible
to the car and put the brakes on.
5 Swing back or remove wheelchair footplates if getting
up from a wheelchair.
6 Never let the person you are assisting hold or hug you
around your neck while you are moving them.
7 Position your body so your backside is against the inside
of the door to stop it from swinging shut.
8 Assist the person to stand by having them move forward
from their seat and push-up using the wheelchair armrests.

Lightly support the person to turn
around.

9 Lightly support them to turn round so that the backs
of their legs are touching the car seat.
10 Help them to gently lower themselves onto the seat.
Protect their head while they do this by holding your
hand above it.
11 Encourage the person to swing and lift their legs into the car.
If they need assistance to do this lift one leg at a time making
sure you bend your knees.
Slowly bring the person’s legs into
the car.

Further information
Contact your nurse or health professional if you need further assistance.
www.caresearch.com.au

www.lmrpcc.org.au

Getting out of a car
1 Push the car seat back as far as possible and take away
any cushions.
2 Open the car door window. (The window ledge may be
used to help support the person when standing.)
3 Bring the wheelchair or walking aid as close as possible
to the car and put the brakes on.
4 Ask the person in the car to rotate their body so that they
are facing out of the car. They need to slowly swivel on
their bottom and bring their legs around outside the car.

Push back car seat. Open door fully.

5 If helping to lift their legs, lift one leg at a time. Make sure you
do not strain your back by bending at the knees to do this.
6 Position your body against the back of the door so it does
not swing shut.
7 If required the person can hold on to the window ledge
to support themselves.
8 Ensure both of the person’s feet are firmly on the ground
before they lift from the seat.
9 Never let the person you are assisting hold or hug you around
your neck while you are helping to move them.

Person swivels so their legs are
outside the car.

10 Ask the person to help lift themselves by using their legs
and to support themselves on the window ledge to a
standing position.
11 Protect their head while they lift by holding your hand above it.
12 Help the person to move towards the walking aid or
wheelchair. If using a wheelchair, assist them to swivel
around so the back of their legs touch the edge of the chair.
13 Have the person put their hands firmly on the armrests of the
wheelchair before slowly lowering themselves onto the chair.
14 Lower footrests into place or re-attach them. Help the person
to position their feet securely on the footrests.

Loddon Mallee Regional Palliative Care Consortium
This information has been designed as a guide only and must not be relied on as an alternative to
medical advice from a doctor or other healthcare professional. If you have questions about any
medical matter you should consult your doctor or other healthcare professional as soon as possible.
All persons involved in producing this document will not be held responsible for any adverse event
arising from the use of all or part of this information.

Lightly support the person to turn
around.

www.lmrpcc.org.au
07/2015

How to push a person
in a wheelchair
Following these instructions will help you safely move
someone onto a wheelchair and push them.

Safety Warning
•

If the person has very limited mobility, is unsteady on their
feet, or is on medication that affects their balance, do not
attempt to assist them on your own.

Before you start
•

Wheelchairs have a weight limit that must not be exceeded.
Ask your nurse if you have any concerns.

•

If the wheelchair needs to be unfolded, do this by pulling apart
the armrests and pushing downwards on the centre of the seat.
You may need to re-attach the foot plates on the side pins.

•

Lifting a wheelchair incorrectly can injure your back.
Speak with your nurse about how to lift it safely if required.

•

Make sure that the wheelchair is in good working order, with
adequate tyre pressure. If the tyre pressure is low, the breaks
will not work properly.

•

Wheelchairs should be as comfortable as possible for the user
and suitable for their function and environment. Some people
may require a cushion.

•

Make sure that you and the person to be pushed in the
wheelchair are wearing shoes that are properly fitted and
will not slip on the floor.

If the wheelchair needs to be
unfolded, do this by pulling apart the
armrests and pushing downwards on
the centre of the seat. You may need
to re-attach the foot plates on the
side pins.

Further information
Contact your nurse or health professional if you need further assistance.
www.caresearch.com.au
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Helping someone into a wheelchair
1 Let the person know what you will be doing before each step.
2 Put the wheelchair as close as possible to one side of
the person.
3 Securely apply the brakes of the wheelchair and raise
or remove the wheelchair footrests.
4 Help the person to move towards the wheelchair, swivelling
around so the back of their legs touch the edge of the chair.
5 Have the person put their hands firmly on the arm rests of the
wheelchair before slowly lowering themselves onto the chair.
6 Gently support them by placing your hand at their back and
holding onto any belt. Otherwise, take one of their hands in
your hand and their elbow in your other hand.
Note: never let the person you are assisting hold or hug
you around your neck.

Bend forward at your waist and slowly
lower onto the chair.

7 Lower footrests into place or re-attach them.
8 Help the person to position their feet securely on the footrests.

Tips for pushing safely
•

Plan your route by considering potential obstacles. Is it possible
to avoid narrow doors and corridors, steps, low branches,
slippery floors and steep footpaths?

•

When pushing, be close to the wheelchair, have a straight
back and push with your whole body-weight and leg muscles.
Keep your arms near your body and your elbows bent.

•

When stopped, ensure that the brakes are on at all times.

•

To fully apply brakes: push them until they ‘click’ on.

Feel the front of chair at the back of
your knees and grab onto the
armrests evenly with each hand.

Place feet firmly on the footrests.

Loddon Mallee Regional Palliative Care Consortium
This information has been designed as a guide only and must not be relied on as an alternative to
medical advice from a doctor or other healthcare professional. If you have questions about any
medical matter you should consult your doctor or other healthcare professional as soon as possible.
All persons involved in producing this document will not be held responsible for any adverse event
arising from the use of all or part of this information.
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Pushing the wheelchair up onto a footpath or kerb
1 Look for a ramp, driveway or other alternative.
If there is no option stand close to chair at the back,
firmly holding the handles.
2 Face the wheelchair as close as possible to kerb.
3 Put your foot on the tipping or tilt bar (the lower horizontal
bar between the back wheels).
4 Tip the chair back using the tipping bar until balanced
on rear wheels.

Face the wheelchair towards kerb.

5 Ensure you keep your back straight using your arm
and leg muscles to balance chair.
6 Push steadily and firmly forward until the front wheels
are on the pavement and the back wheels ride up.
7 Roll the wheelchair up kerb.
8 Never attempt to lift the rear wheels off the ground.

Pushing the wheelchair down a footpath or kerb
1 Reverse the wheelchair to edge of kerb.
2 Carefully step down from the kerb onto the road
(or lower surface) while holding onto the chair.

Tip chair back using tipping bar and
balance on rear wheels.

3 Let the person know that the chair will dip and roll down.
4 Gently lower the wheels, rolling slowly down the kerb,
making sure that both rear wheels hit the ground together.
5 Use the tipping bars (lower horizontal bar between
the back wheels) to raise the front wheels and roll
the wheelchair back on its rear wheels.
6 Ensure you keep your back straight using your arm
and leg muscles to tip chair.
7 Move backwards until the front wheels clear the kerb
and gently lower down onto the road.

Move slowly forward and lower front
wheels onto the footpath.

Push steadily and firmly forward so
back wheels ride up. Do not lift chair.
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Pushing the wheelchair down a slope
1 Check for any obstacles before moving.
2 If the slope is very steep, find someone to assist you.
3 Go down backwards slowly using your leg muscles and body
weight to slow the chair down.
4 Try not to twist to look behind you whilst moving.

Folding the wheelchair up again
1 To fold the wheelchair, sharply pull up the seat of the wheel
chair in the centre. On some wheelchairs the wheels can be
detached by pushing on the wheel-releasing button in the
centre of the wheel.
2 Flip up the footrests and swing away.
3 Lifting a wheelchair incorrectly can injure your back.
Speak with your nurse about how to lift it safely if required.
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VOLUNTEER SERVICES
Volunteer Services are available for three months at which point the service
availability will be reviewed.
Our volunteers may also support you and/or your carer to connect into
your hobbies, activities and communities.
Volunteers can support you and/or your carers to make calls to the hospice
medical team, your GP, and other community services encouraging
you to get the help that you need.

VOLUNTEER CONFIDENTIALITY
All staff at North Haven Hospice, including volunteers, sign a confidentiality
agreement and are NZ Police vetted as part of their documentation on
entry to the organisation.

VOL 026

VOLUNTEER COMMUNITY
HOSPICE BASED ORIENTATION
“LIVING WELL IN THE MOMENT”

PURPOSE
 Community volunteers will gain a deeper and wider understanding of the activities
based at North Haven Hospice in Tikipunga. This will enable them to share accurate
information into the community as they think appropriate.
 Community volunteers will begin their personal connection with the organisation with
a range of staff through touring the site, using the staff orientation chart and meeting
those at work.
 Team trainers will provide an early welcome to the community volunteer, and
encourage their participation at ‘drop-in’ monthly sessions on a Thursday morning
and monthly volunteer specific education opportunities. Team trainers will be able to
provide their personal experience to the new community volunteer.
METHOD
The volunteer services coordinator books an hour’s session with a team trainer from the pool
of those available. Both team trainer and community volunteer share emails in case of illness
or emergency.
RESOURCE
1. Staff orientation table showing where and what staff are/do
2. Volunteer bubble flyer describing volunteer services and
3. Education programme.

Community volunteer
name_________________________________________________________________
Team
trainer_________________________________________________________________
Orientation
date/day/time___________________________________________________________

North Haven Hospice Controlled Document: Volunteer Community Hospice Based Orientation, “Living Well in the
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Document Owner: MVHS
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CHECKLIST FOR ORIENTATION
TOPIC

TOPIC DISCUSSED

Parking, entry/exit during normal and after hours
(Community volunteers do not have an after-hours security
number)
Signing-in to visit an in-house client or attending a volunteer
session
Location of toilets, fire exits, fire alarms, fire evacuation points
for both up and down stairs
Walk around site introducing volunteer include where possible
gardens, garages holding equipment for patients in the
community, nurturing touch equipment, Tony in maintenance
(delivers equipment to homes) & Matai room
When walking into IPU make very clear privacy
boundaries/personal information, volunteer board &
communication with IPU volunteers
Use of lunchroom up and downstairs; tea/coffee/ dishwasher
Rules of entry to patient kitchen
Service awards frames and volunteer charter
Volunteer gallery: IPU and community/family support team

ORIENTATION COMMENT
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